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INTRODUCTION
In contrast to the current climbing robots, this research 
presents a new design and implementation of a roller 
chain-based climbing robot to provide a practical solution 
for steel structure inspection (bridges, poles, pipes, etc.)
The proposed roller chain-like robot has 12 joints for 
moving and 3 pairs of joints for turning, which makes the 
robot very flexible. This setup allows the robot to traverse 
areas of complex geometry on steel bridges. The robot 
utilizes permanent magnets to be able to well adhere on 










Overall design of robot for steel bridge inspection tasks
METHODS
Robot kinematics Cardan joint
The robot moves by making use of 12 joint angles (1 
to 12) that are driven with servo motors. For turning, 
joint pairs (1.1 and 2.1) drive the robot, allowing it to 
turn left or right with approximately 60 degrees of 
range. Joints 1.n are active joints while 2.n are 
passive-cardan joints. Cardan joints are necessary 
when the active and passive joints are not coaxial; 




Robot turn left Magnet states before 
approaching steel surfaces
The free joints enable the robot to approach every 
surface contour effectively with the permanent magnets 
by allowing them to orient based on the magnetic field 
they induce in the steel.
RESULTS
Experimental results show that the robot can adhere well 
on different steel surfaces (flat, curving, paint coasted) 
while moving or passing the joints.
Robot’s flexibility on different steel countor surfaces
Climbing tests on steel structures
CONCLUSIONS
The robot can manipulate its body similar to how a roller 
chain would move. This maximizes the flexibility of the 
robot’s body. The proposed design allows the robot to 
effectively climb on various steel structures and 
approach complex geometry safely.
In the future work, the robot will be equipped with robotic 
sensors (e.g., global positioning system, IMU, infrared, 
camera and 3D gimbal) for autonomous localization and 






The future development of Robot
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